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Next Wave's focus oN screeN  

culture aNd art 9 – 31 May '08 
Presented as part of the 2008 Next Wave Festival, Remote is a jam-packed program of free

exhibitions and public events that puts screen culture centre stage. 

Remote presents five innovative and thought-provoking screen works across two venues, 

along with an engaging series of artist talks, performances and forums, connecting

audiences with the ideas and processes behind a varied range of screen craft.
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Presented as part of the 2008 Next Wave Festival, Remote is a jam-packed program of free

exhibitions and public events that puts screen culture centre stage. 

Remote presents five innovative and thought-provoking screen works across two venues, 

along with an engaging series of artist talks, performances and forums, connecting

audiences with the ideas and processes behind a varied range of screen craft.



Responding to the 2008 Next Wave Festival theme, Closer Together, the five Remote 

exhibitions investigate how new media technologies have become a platform for intimate, 

shared experiences, and the negative and positive implications of this cultural shift. A 

recurrent theme in debates on the role of technology in the rise of globalisation is the 

breakdown of the private and public realms. Increasingly, our private moments are being 

played out in the public sphere, documented, logged and accessible by all. While this 

allows for a certain amount of solidarity and connection amongst individuals and broader 

communities — free love and all that — it comes with the fearful reality that true privacy 

is perhaps now unattainable, that our every move is being watched. 

This is poignantly explored in Alec Lewis’ installation, text, form, which invites the 

viewer to scrutinize the search enquiries of a number of internet users. Sourced from data 

collected and inadvertently made public by internet giant, AOL, these search enquiries 

provide an unnerving insight into the private lives of others. The intimacy of the data 

is at once confronting and heart-warming: the indignation one feels that users have 

been stripped of their privacy, watched, followed and documented, is challenged — even 

outweighed — by the beauty of catching a fleeting glimpse into their lives, of accessing 

their doubts, fears, hopes and desires, and thus feeling somehow closer to them. That such 

personal information is displayed on characterless LED text boards further heightens this 

contradiction. text, form pertinently illustrates the duplicitous nature of the internet as 

both a place of intimate privacy and of alienation.

When I first started VJing in 2003, I performed in a group called Terminal. Each gig, we 

would spend hours plugging in our gear — an intricate assemblage of video cameras, old 

televisions, VHS players, computers, video mixers, MIDI controllers, projectors and a 

turntable. The result was a glorious mash up of live video feedback, complete with bright 

jarring colours and multiple visual effects. That’s what video art is, right? 

It seems that even today, we still associate screen-based art with the experimental, 

technology-driven aesthetic that dominated its infancy in the 1960s. Over time, medium and 

genre have become synonymous. The works in Remote, however, challenge this stereotype, 

representing a new generation of screen artists who are moving away from pure technological 

experimentation in favour of personalised communication and emotional connection. 

Julie Traitsis, Open Embrace 2008, video still 

Kay Abude, Supermarket Exhibition: Aisle 5 2008, installation view

RE-EMOTING 
THE SCREEN 



Kay Abude also explores the merging of public and private in her video installation, Moving 

Document: Supermarket Exhibition. In a public space — the supermarket — a girl carefully 

removes items from the shelves and arranges them in intricate and monumental patterns in 

the aisles, before returning the items to their rightful place. This act is strangely 

compelling, not only because it is both beautifully poetic and somewhat neurotic, but 

because the girl is alone in the supermarket. Her isolation, and thus privacy, establishes 

an intimacy that jars with such a public arena, making our act of looking suddenly 

intrusive. This is heightened by the surveillance style of the footage, which instantly 

detaches us from the situation. Thus our wonder at this intriguing human act is coupled 

with an underlying sense of disconnection. The clinically documented footage in Abude’s 

video triptych comments on the more sinister side of watching and being watched.

While in the works of Lewis and Abude beauty is offset by discomfort, in Julie Traitsis’ 

video pieces it is the discomfort itself that is ultimately beautiful. For her 

installation, Open Embrace, a couple took turns filming each other dancing the Tango via 

cameras strapped to their heads. The resulting footage, which depicts extreme close ups 

of each dancer’s face, is displayed on two separate screens mounted on facing stands, in 

reference to the bodies which exist off screen. The installation encourages the audience 

to step between the virtual couple, thus physically involving themselves in this personal 

and intimate ‘dance of desire’. Surprisingly, however, the intimacy is not so much sexual, 

but charming and vulnerable in its nature. All too aware of the camera strapped to their 

partner’s head, the dancers fail to meet eyes throughout, resembling an awkward couple at a 

high school social. Their discomfort engages the viewer on a level of knowing sympathy and 

shared experience, which is, in its sincerity, quite moving.

In her installation, Just Like Home, Lisa Hilli uses video to share and communicate 

cultural experiences, and in doing so, further explores the medium’s potential for self-

expression. The video, a documentary of her mother preparing I gir — a traditional Papua 

New Guinean dish — is shot modestly with a home camera in her mother’s backyard, and offers 

an incredibly personal insight into not only the making of I gir, but also the relationship 

between mother and daughter. It soon becomes evident that Just Like Home is less of a 

documentary than a documented exchange, a personal conversation between Hilli and her 

mother that we happen to be privy to; the camera simply an intermediary. If not for the 

presence of the camera to provide purpose, however, one wonders whether the exchange would 

have ever occurred.

In contrast with the intimacy of Hilli’s documentary is Safari Team’s Molto Morte, an 

extravagant, non-sensical short film of mashed up genres and eccentric characters. Similarly 

though, Safari Team use the camera as a medium for self-discovery and expression. In the 

film, the three Team members make up the entire cast, playing several characters each and 

blurring the boundaries between individual characters and identities. In this way they 

constantly re-invent themselves; video providing an accessible means to temporarily live 

out their hopes, desires and occasional gun-toting, cigar-smoking whims. 

As the five works in Remote reveal, screen technology is now an integral tool for 

communication and expression in contemporary culture. From its sinister and discomforting 

undertones to its scope for awkward charm and self-expression, video art has developed into 

something much more than feedback loops and fancy effects. A new and exciting path is being 

forged, and there’s not a paint effect in sight.

Meg Hale

Julie Traitsis, Open Embrace 2008, video still 

Safari Team, Molte Morte 2007, installation view. Photo by John O’Neil
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At the close of the Remote exhibitions, come down to the 2008 Next Wave Festival Club  

for the Remote Closing Party, where artist Lisa Hilli and her mother will be preparing  

and cooking I gir. A great opportunity to have a drink, catch up with friends, Remote 

artists and industry types, and sample this traditional Papua New Guinean dish — with an 

Aussie twist!

Date & Time: Saturday 31 May, 4–6pm Venue: 2008 Next Wave Festival Club

Mercat Cross Hotel

456 Queen St, Melbourne

reMote closING PartY

a Cooking Performance by Lisa Hilli
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for the Remote Closing Party, where artist Lisa Hilli and her mother will be preparing  
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artists and industry types, and sample this traditional Papua New Guinean dish — with an 

Aussie twist!
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456 Queen St, Melbourne
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Date & Time: Saturday 31 May, 4–6pm Venue: 2008 Next Wave Festival Club

Mercat Cross Hotel

456 Queen St, Melbourne

reMote closING PartY

a Cooking Performance by Lisa Hilli
At the close of the Remote exhibitions, come down to the 2008 Next Wave Festival Club  

for the Remote Closing Party, where artist Lisa Hilli and her mother will be preparing  

and cooking I gir. A great opportunity to have a drink, catch up with friends, Remote 

artists and industry types, and sample this traditional Papua New Guinean dish — with an 

Aussie twist!

Date & Time: Wednesday 31 May, 4–6pm Venue: 2008 Next Wave Festival Club

Mercat Cross Hotel

456 Queen St, Melbourne

reMote closING PartY

reMote foruM

Video art: From White Noise to Whimsy
Now that new media is no longer new, and video and imaging technologies have reached  

an advanced and much more accessible level, screen culture is experiencing a shift.  

Artists are moving away from content driven solely by the form and structure of the 

technology at hand, instead looking to video as a medium with genuine potential for  

self-expression and emotion. 

This forum will explore the connection of screen and video technology to social and 

personal agency. To what extent has video shaped modern modes of self-expression? Has  

video become an important medium for connection in an increasingly isolating world?

Panel: Alec Lewis, Julie Traitsis, Emile 

Zile, Saige Walton (Chair)

Date & Time: Wed 28 May 6–8pm

Venue: 2008 Next Wave Festival Club

Mercat Cross Hotel

456 Queen St, Melbourne
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New Guinean and Australian heritage.

Lisa’s video documentary, Just Like Home, is a portrayal of her mother preparing I gir 

(e gee-rrra), a traditional culinary practice borne of the Tolais people of Rabaul, Papua 

New Guinea. I gir literally means ‘to steam with hot stones’. Set in suburban Brisbane, 

Just Like Home positions this specific Tolais cooking tradition in a Western context, and 

reveals an interesting development: instead of using banana leaves, like in the traditional 

method, Lisa’s mother uses tin foil, thus adapting the recipe to suit her new adopted home 

and the resources at hand.

Drawing inspiration from this innovative technique is the second element in Lisa’s 

exhibition: a giant banana tree made of tin foil, a shining monument to the continuation 

and adaptation of this specific Tolais cooking tradition within Australia, and a celebration 

of cultures’ capacities to respond to shifting circumstances.

Opening: Wednesday 14 May, 6–8pm

Exhibition Dates: 14 May–31 May

Opening Hours: Wed to Sat 12–6pm

Artist Talk: Sat 31 May at 3pm

Venue: TCB art inc.

Level 1/12 Waratah Place, Melbourne

www.tcbartinc.org.au

Image: Lisa Hilli, Mama Bilong Mi 2005, 

photograph

Just lIKe HoMe

Lisa Hilli
Just Like Home is a video and sculptural installation that explores artist Lisa Hilli’s  
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reveals an interesting development: instead of using banana leaves, like in the traditional 

method, Lisa’s mother uses tin foil, thus adapting the recipe to suit her new adopted home 

and the resources at hand.

Drawing inspiration from this innovative technique is the second element in Lisa’s 

exhibition: a giant banana tree made of tin foil, a shining monument to the continuation 

and adaptation of this specific Tolais cooking tradition within Australia, and a celebration 

of cultures’ capacities to respond to shifting circumstances.

Opening: Wednesday 14 May, 6–8pm

Exhibition Dates: 14 May–31 May

Opening Hours: Wed to Sat 12–6pm

Artist Talk: Sat 31 May at 3pm

Venue: TCB art inc.

Level 1/12 Waratah Place, Melbourne

www.tcbartinc.org.au
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Live Score Performances: (Duration 10 mins)

Wed 14 May 6–8pm, Sat 17 May 2–3pm, 

Wed 28 May 3–4pm, Sat 31 May 2–3pm

installation view. Photo by John O’Neil.

Molto Morte

Safari Team
In the chaotic caves of Safari Team’s epic film project Molto Morte (Much Death), outlaws, 

sex fiends, sophisticates and skeletons return your brain to a rotting volcanic swamp. 

A trio of notoriously lawless and brutal cowboys, La Squadra Safari, are hired by a bitter 

tycoon. His trophy wife and her leather bound lover hit the road under the guise of a 

kidnapping. The Quest for Justice is turned over to the hands of hell. Delving into the 

unknown, the three cowboys meet their ghosts, morph in and out of dopplegangers and travel 

through time. The Squadra hit the bottle and drink their way through the landscapes of 

Sergio Leone. Chased by the ugly and hounded by men on stallions from times past they force 

their way into the underground where ghosts are waiting to wreak havoc upon their souls. 

Filmed on location in Italy and Australia, Safari Team’s Molto Morte is a circus of 

bizarre non–sensical sequences, fake deaths and eerie landscapes referencing film noir, 

the spaghetti western and after-life horror. The short film is screened inside a hellishly 

shambolic handmade cinema cave, filled with sets, models and drawings. At various times 

throughout the exhibition Safari Team will perform the film’s soundtrack live, complete with 

attempted Italian narration.

Opening: Wednesday 14 May, 6–8pm

Exhibition Dates: 14 May–31 May

       

Artist Talk: Sat 17 May at 3pm

Live Score Performances: (Duration 10 mins)

Wed 14 May 6–8pm, Sat 17 May 2–3pm, 

Wed 28 May 3–4pm, Sat 31 May 2–3pm

Venue: TCB art inc.

Level 1/12 Waratah Place, Melbourne

www.tcbartinc.org.au

Image: Safari Team, Molto Morte 2007, 

installation view. Photo by John O’Neil.
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In the chaotic caves of Safari Team’s epic film project Molto Morte (Much Death), outlaws, 

sex fiends, sophisticates and skeletons return your brain to a rotting volcanic swamp. 

A trio of notoriously lawless and brutal cowboys, La Squadra Safari, are hired by a bitter 

tycoon. His trophy wife and her leather bound lover hit the road under the guise of a 

kidnapping. The Quest for Justice is turned over to the hands of hell. Delving into the 

unknown, the three cowboys meet their ghosts, morph in and out of dopplegangers and travel 

through time. The Squadra hit the bottle and drink their way through the landscapes of 

Sergio Leone. Chased by the ugly and hounded by men on stallions from times past they force 

their way into the underground where ghosts are waiting to wreak havoc upon their souls. 

Filmed on location in Italy and Australia, Safari Team’s Molto Morte is a circus of 

bizarre non–sensical sequences, fake deaths and eerie landscapes referencing film noir, 

the spaghetti western and after-life horror. The short film is screened inside a hellishly 

shambolic handmade cinema cave, filled with sets, models and drawings. At various times 

throughout the exhibition Safari Team will perform the film’s soundtrack live, complete with 

attempted Italian narration.

Opening: Wednesday 14 May, 6–8pm

Exhibition Dates: 14 May–31 May

Opening Hours: Wed to Sat 12–6pm

Venue: TCB art inc.

Level 1/12 Waratah Place, Melbourne

www.tcbartinc.org.au



Exhibition exploits the surreal nature of activities which occur behind the closed doors of 

a banal supermarket space.

Opening: Friday 09 May, 6–8pm

Exhibition Dates: 09 May–31 May

Opening Hours: Wed to Fri 3–6pm, Sat 12–6pm

Artist Talk: Sat 24 May at 1:45pm

Venue: Kings ARI

Level 1/171 Kings St, Melbourne

www.kingsartistrun.com.au

Image: Kay Abude, Duration Works: Product 

Drawing Series — Aisle 5 2007, video still

MovING docuMeNt:
suPerMarKet exHIBItIoN

Kay abude
Kay Abude works in a supermarket. While at work, she often thinks about the sterility of 

the supermarket environment and wonders how she could change things inside the store to 

disrupt the order — to make her own interventions. 

So she did just that. For two hours, a run-of-the-mill supermarket in suburban Melbourne 

opened for an exhibition, where video footage from Kay’s Duration Works: Product Drawing 

Series, 2007 — an earlier supermarket intervention work — was displayed within the shopping 

aisles. The store became operational as a gallery, complete with patrons, security guards 

and an opening night cart supplying refreshments and drinks. The event, temporal and 

impermanent in its constructed site, slipped under the radar of the general consumer 

public, ceasing to exist other than in its documentation thereafter.

In Moving Document: Supermarket Exhibition, footage of this event forms a video triptych 

exploring the idea of documentation in contemporary art. Moving Document: Supermarket 

Exhibition exploits the surreal nature of activities which occur behind the closed doors of 

a banal supermarket space.

Opening: Friday 09 May, 6–8pm

Exhibition Dates: 09 May–31 May

Opening Hours: Wed to Fri 3–6pm, Sat 12–6pm

Artist Talk: Sat 24 May at 1:45pm

Venue: Kings ARI

Level 1/171 Kings St, Melbourne

www.kingsartistrun.com.au
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public, ceasing to exist other than in its documentation thereafter.



Julie Traitsis
Traditionally known as a dance of desire, the Tango offers insight into the performative 

aspects of human relationships, whilst simultaneously exposing the possibility for genuine 

emotion. 

For this project a couple are filmed dancing the Tango in ‘open embrace’ (a position where 

the pair are required to dance face to face), an act which forces their shared intimacy 

into the public realm. Their acute concentration on one another falters with the knowledge 

of being watched, and their desire for closeness and communication is met with a prevailing 

sense of disconnection. 

Open Embrace invites the viewer to enter the private circle of dance created by a pair of 

Tango dancers. In a dark, intimate space exist two screens, on which only the faces of the 

dancers can be seen. Stepping between these screens the viewer is made to imagine their own 

body in the space where tension and skin press against each other in the midst of extreme 

concentration, and performance blends with real emotion.

Opening: Friday 09 May, 6–8pm

Exhibition Dates: 09 May–31 May

Opening Hours: Wed to Fri 3–6pm, Sat 12–6pm

Artist Talk: Sat 24 May at 2:30pm

Venue: Kings ARI

Level 1/171 Kings St, Melbourne

www.kingsartistrun.com.au

Image: Julie Traitsis, Open Embrace 2008, 

video still
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Traditionally known as a dance of desire, the Tango offers insight into the performative 

aspects of human relationships, whilst simultaneously exposing the possibility for genuine 

emotion. 



lived...  Does the commoditisation of identity through self-mediation platforms attest to 

disenchantment with real life? Is identity the new commodity up for trade, the currency of 

the 21st century? Rupert thinks so... and I bet his internet has air conditioning... 

text, form is a digital media exhibition that gives viewers a deeply personal and scarily 

human voyeuristic experience of watching anonymous people’s actions through the internet. 

Using an elaborate electro-digital display system, text, form investigates the ethical and 

moral issues surrounding web user database techniques employed by international companies 

such as Google and AOL.  

After seeing this exhibition, you will think twice about how you use the internet.

Opening: Friday 09 May, 6–8pm

Exhibition Dates: 09 May–31 May

Opening Hours: Wed to Fri 3–6pm, Sat 12–6pm

Artist Talk: Sat 24 May at 1pm

Venue: Kings ARI

Level 1/171 Kings St, Melbourne

www.kingsartistrun.com.au

Image: Alec Lewis, untitled 2007,  

digital image

text, forM

alec Lewis
Is the internet air conditioned? I heard once that all air conditioned space at some point 

becomes conditional space, and all conditional space turns into junkspace eventually... is 

internet interaction conditional? Can someone censor out the conditions and just give me 

the free stuff? Who’s watching over your shoulder as you browse the stock market, buy a new 

shirt and impersonate a 14-year-old Swedish girl in a chat room? Is anonymity ever truly 

possible? It seemed that was the utopian ideal at the start, but somewhere along the line 

there was a typo and two positives somehow made a negative and now anonymity is yesterday’s 

news... Or maybe it runs deeper than that. Is our desire for establishing identity on the 

internet a reflection of a broader social change, a reflection on the way our lives are being 
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saIGe WaltoN
Saige Walton is a Melbourne-based film academic and visual arts writer. She teaches in the 

Screen Studies program at the University of Melbourne and is an Assistant Curator for the 

Australian Centre for the Moving Image (ACMI) where she was involved in the exhibitions 

White Noise and Eyes, Lies & Illusions. She has written for ARTLINK, Film International, 

Metro, Senses of Cinema, Screening the Past, IS/NOT and MELBOURNE magazine and published 

anthology chapters on the baroque, cult film/television and cinema and sensation. Now 

finishing her dissertation, Cinema’s Baroque Flesh, her next project will include an 

international book collaboration that explores pre-cinematic entertainments and their 

relationship to contemporary moving image culture.

KaY aBude
Kay Abude is currently completing a Bachelor of Fine Art (Honours) majoring in Sculpture 

and Spatial Practice at the Victorian College of the Arts. Her casts from Foreign Object 

Intervention were displayed at the McClelland Gallery for the 2007 Mary and Lou Senini 

Award for Ceramics. The Supermarket was an installation at the VCA Graduate Exhibition 2007 

and selected for exhibition in the Filippo Raphael Fresh! Award 2007. Kay is a recipient of 

the Theodor Urbach Encouragement Award and the Blair Trethowan TCB art inc. Award and will 

be exhibiting at TCB in July 2008. 

lIsa HIllI
Lisa Hilli recently graduated from RMIT with a Fine Arts degree, specialising in video 

art. The formation of identity within social and geographical environments is a consistent 

theme throughout Lisa’s arts practice. Through the use of video, Lisa aims to communicate 

the differences and similarities of her bi-cultural identity, so as to bring about 

understanding in her audience whilst also maintaining the cultural histories that she has 

inherited. By celebrating and delivering New Guinean traditions in a format that is Western 

in structure, Lisa goes beyond the boundaries of what is seen as traditional cultural art.

alec leWIs
Alec Lewis is a visual artist whose practice ranges from intimate text installations to 

web based relational projects. Born and raised in Melbourne, Alec completed his Honours 

degree in Fine Arts (Painting) at Monash University in 2007, during which he spent 6 

months studying at the Monash Research Campus in Prato, Italy. In 2006, Alec produced and 

hosted his own art and design radio show, untitled, on the Student Youth Network (SYN FM 

90.7). Alec’s practice has been recognised by several awards, including the Association of 

Australian Decorative and Fine Art Societies’ award for excellence in painting for his work 

untitled (dancing boobies) at the 2006 exhibition Hatch. This painting/installation work 

also attracted an acquisition prize from the renowned Tolarno Hotel.

safarI teaM
Safari Team was founded in 2005 by Blaine Cooper, Jon Oldmeadow and Lillian O’Neil while 

each was studying for their Bachelor of Fine Art (Painting) at Monash University. That 

year they also exhibited their work Utopia at Runt Space, Caulfield. In 2006 Safari Team 

travelled and worked in Italy, exhibiting their film Molto Morte at the Palazzo Vaj in 

Prato. Safari Team participated in Not Looking Forward to the Future Very Much, a group 

show at Runt Space, Caulfield in 2007. In 2008, Safari Team was invited to exhibit Safari 

Team Dig to China at the VCA Gallery in a group show curated by DAMP. In July they 

will travel to Montreal, Canada, to participate in a residency with The Discriminating 

Gentlemen’s Club.
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JulIe traItsIs
Julie Traitsis is a Melbourne-based artist primarily working with sculpture and video 

installation. Julie completed her Bachelor of Fine Arts at Monash University in 2006 and 

is currently completing her Honours degree. Her work explores the complexities of human 

relationships, and is concerned with clichés and the notion of the gaze. In her video 

works, subjects are invited to film themselves, or others, performing intimate acts. By 

removing the presence of the artist during a performance, and allowing the subject full 

directorial control, her work allows us to identify the significance of narratives in 

forming our experiences and perceptions of human intimacy. Recent exhibitions include The 

Kissing Project at Kings ARI (2007), and Dedicated Follower of Fashion at The Carlton Hotel 

and Studios (2007). 

eMIle ZIle
Emile Zile is a video artist, performer and producer. His single-channel videos, live 

audio-visual presentations and installations have examined the marketing of the ‘War on 

Terror’ in Australia, representations of Steve Irwin’s life and death, Jerry Springer 

audience members and the distribution of memorial videos on YouTube. He is a graduate of 

RMIT Media Arts and is currently enrolled in the M.F.A. program at Sandberg Institute, 

Amsterdam. www.emilezile.com

saIGe WaltoN
Saige Walton is a Melbourne-based film academic and visual arts writer. She teaches in the 

Screen Studies program at the University of Melbourne and is an Assistant Curator for the 

Australian Centre for the Moving Image (ACMI) where she was involved in the exhibitions 

White Noise and Eyes, Lies & Illusions. She has written for Artlink, Film International, 

Metro, Senses of Cinema, Screening the Past, Is/Not and Melbourne magazine and published 

anthology chapters on the baroque, cult film/television and cinema and sensation. Now 

finishing her dissertation, Cinema’s Baroque Flesh, her next project will include an 

international book collaboration that explores pre-cinematic entertainments and their 

relationship to contemporary moving image culture.

KaY aBude
Kay Abude is currently completing a Bachelor of Fine Art (Honours) majoring in Sculpture 

and Spatial Practice at the Victorian College of the Arts. Her casts from Foreign Object 

Intervention were displayed at the McClelland Gallery for the 2007 Mary and Lou Senini 

Award for Ceramics. The Supermarket was an installation at the VCA Graduate Exhibition 2007 

and selected for exhibition in the Filippo Raphael Fresh! Award 2007. Kay is a recipient of 

the Theodor Urbach Encouragement Award and the Blair Trethowan TCB art inc. Award and will 

be exhibiting at TCB in July 2008. 
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